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Disney theme parks are “outdoors” but not exactly “in nature.” This adventure asks you to think about 
nature vs. culture, and inside vs. outside as you explore the whole resort: both inside and outside, man-
made or “natural.” You might like to check out these two articles about the lengths that Disney goes to 
control the impact of being located in a semi-tropical swamp:   

• https://www.hunker.com/13766969/why-no-mosquitoes-disney-world  
• https://insidethemagic.net/2019/08/no-mosquitoes-disney-world-bb1/ 

However, if you are reading this document, it is because the one thing Disney can’t control is the 
weather, and we had to cancel the outdoor activity because of severe thunderstorms and/or a tornado 
watch! Instead, we are offering this DIY exploratory education activity to do at any time over the course 
of the next few days. 

As you walk around both inside the hotel and outside in the resort consider the following questions: 

• Where do you see nature? 
• Do you see anything “natural” or unmanaged? 
• How do you see naturing being managed? 
• What is here? 
• What was here? 
• What isn’t here? 
• Do you notice representations of nature? 
• What does the nature/representations of nature remind you of? 
• What is the function of the natural elements? Are they DOING something? 
• Do you notice any “fake nature”? Why is it there? Why is it fake? 
• Count the number of different plants. 
• See if you can figure out if they are native or not (Google lens can help you identify plants!)? 
• What living creatures do you see? What might you expect to see but don’t? 
• Does the plantscape change in different places? How and why? 
• How is the landscape oriented, mapped, structured and organized? 

• As you leave, notice the boundaries between indoor and outdoor and where the outdoors 
has crept inside or the indoors spread outside.  

• Where do you see nature being managed? 
• Do you see anything that looks unmanaged/natural? 
• Notice place names. Do you see any reality in them? In other words, was there anything 

existing that inspired those names or are they meant to be purely evocative? 
• What was here before? 
• Someone spent enormous amounts of time and money creating this managed natural space. 

There must be a powerful reason for that expenditure of time and money. What is it about 
managing nature in this way that appeals to us? 



 

We are offering two suggested itineraries, one long and one short, that you can follow some time over 
the weekend with the above questions in mind. If you do take them, please share a representative 
photo and/or add a brief reflection to our collective Jamboard as we reflect on our experience of nature 
at Disney: 
https://jamboard.google.com/d/1h4y_4j1ytUM50JsJLHkshPvdrzKA3UoHbOXX8y7W55w/edit?usp=shari
ng 

Short itinerary (approx. 20-30 min): 

Leave the back of the Dolphin hotel on the FIRST floor (not the lobby level). Go left through the 
pool/beach/grotto area and circle the Swan/Dolphin lake, returning to the hotel via the Causeway. Here 
is a property map: https://swandolphin.com/meetings/overhead-views/swan-and-dolphin-aerial-map/ 

 

Long itinerary (approx. 1 hour-75 minutes): 

Leave the back of the Dolphin hotel on the FIRST floor (not the lobby level). Go across the causeway to 
the Swan hotel and go left. Right after the hotel, before you go up and  the bridge to the Disney 
Boardwalk, take a left turn and follow the path along the “river,” towards Hollywood Studios. Walk all 
the way past the Hollywood Studies entrance (about 20-25 minutes) and find the free Skyline Gondola 
ride. Take the Gondola to Disney’s Caribbean Beach Resort and then to Epcot (past the Riviera Resort). 
As you travel across the park in the sky, see what that (literal) bird’s-eye perspective contributes to your 
perspective of the natural world of Disney. This free ride takes about 20-30 min. Alternately walk to 
Hollywood Studios and take the free “Friend-ship” boat back. Boats run every 25 minutes. 

Here is an annotated map with the walk in red and the (very) approximate route of the Skyline Gondola 
back. 

https://jamboard.google.com/d/1h4y_4j1ytUM50JsJLHkshPvdrzKA3UoHbOXX8y7W55w/edit?usp=sharing
https://jamboard.google.com/d/1h4y_4j1ytUM50JsJLHkshPvdrzKA3UoHbOXX8y7W55w/edit?usp=sharing


 


